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Faculty gets technology St. Petersburg
update on in-service day students head
~-7~~~------------------

Andy Neilsen
Core Staff

back

L

Brian Kane and Pat Meek
Reporters

ast Friday, SLUH's Technology
Committee put on a faculty workshop
dedicated to teaching faculty members
more useful things to do with their
computers than making the high score list
on Snood. Peggy Pride, head of the
Technology committee, organized the two
stage workshop, which consisted of
demonstrations in the morning and handson learning in the afternoon.
"We try to do (a workshop) once a

New, cleaner Com.m.ons reopens; stricter rules enforced
Andrew Ivers
Editor
ast Wednesday, Dean of Students H.
Eric Clark reopened the Student
Commons to the public
for the first time since its
Nov. 28 closing. Clark
is enforcing a new ruleno food or drinks in the
room-in an attempt to
prevent food scraps
from being discarded
and left to rot by
students, as was the case before.
"I do not know if kids treat their
houses like that," said Clark. "But if they

L

n some classes at St. Louis U. High,
students switch desks at the semester
to make things a little more interesting.
For seven students from a school in St.
Petersburg, simply moving across the
room didn't cut it.
· Students Masha Valitskaya, Tanya
Sochava, Dmitrii Golinsky, Leonid
Kropotov, Aleksandr Yakubovich,
Maksim Mesh, Ilya Nazarov, Mikhail
Dvorkin, and Lena Piskaryova arrived in
the United States on Jan. 3rd. They were
accompanied by a teacher, Vladimir
Shatsev, and Yakov Birman, their
principal. They came from St. Petersburg
Technical School, an institution which is
tied to the Russian Academy of Science.
Russian teacher Robert Chura said
that the goal of the Russian exchange
program is "to give the students a chance
to improve their language, and to use the
stuff they learn in the classroom to
communicate with each other."
The exchange program involves
many more people than just the Russian
students; it involves many SLUH students
as well, as the visitors are hosted by
SLUH students. The hosts are mainly
upperclassmen who have been taking
Russian as their foreign language.
see BROSATCH, 2

I
year to update teachers on technology
usage at SLUH," Pride said, "and people
see TECH TALK, 8

do, I feel sorry for their parents.
"I would like to say this like a home
away from home," he continued, "but
they cannot disrespect it the way they
did."
Last
weekend,
custodians Dee Byrd and
Harold Nelson began
cleaning the room. An
insectacide bomb was
detonated, the walls were
scrubbed and painted, and
the
c arpet
was
shampooed.
In addition to the insects and other
problems brought by the rotting food, the
see COMMONPLACE, 9
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Calendar
HK: N vs. Parkway S. @Affton@8pm

FRIDAY.JAN.19
Schedule #1
Fire Drill
BB: V vs. Kirkwood @ 7pm
BB: B vs. Kirkwood @ 5:30pm
BB: C white vs. Kennedy @ 3:30pm
Sw: vs. Cape Central @ 5pm

MONDAY. JAN. 22
Schedule #I
Junior retreat@ White House
Wr: vs. Pattonville @ 6:30pm
Sw: vs. Charninade @ 4pm

SATURDAY • .TAN. 20
Junior class mixer
BB: C blue@ Oakville Tournament
Wr: V @ MICDS Tournament @ 9am
Hoc: V vs. DeSmet@ Affton@ 7:30pm

TUESDAY• .JAN. 23
Schedule#!
Tornado Drill
BB:V@ CBC@
BB: B @ CBC @ 5:30pm

SUNDAY • .JAN. 21
Kairos retreat

WEDNESDAY. JAN. 24
Schedule #1

'
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January 19-26
Fr. Eng. Tutorial
Wr: vs. DeSmet @ 6:30pm
THURSDAY. JAN. 25
Schedule #1
Jr. Class mtg.
Rosary in chapel

FRIDAY. JAN. 26
Schedule #1
BB: V vs. Jefferson City @ 7pm
BB: B vs. Jefferson City @5:30pm
Wr: C@ MCC Tournament@ DeSmet@
4pm
Hoc: V@ Webster@ 9:15pm

rep

SPACE HEATER

St. Louis' only
(from 9)
a parking garage where the football field
is currently located and opened the area
currently holding the student parking lot.
The movement of the cafeteria may
also help solve some problems of specific
departments.
According to Curdt, the English department, along with others, would like

NO CIGAR
(from 5)
team played their best game of the season in front of yet another rowdy ~rowd
ofU. High fans .
They played tough all game against
third ranked Chaminade and took them
down to the wire with tenacious play
and unquestionable heart. Though
stifled in their last second attempt to tie
the game, the Junior Bills made every
fan proud of their effort. The final score
against David Lee and those other guys
was 58-55.
The Bills should be proud of themselves for their gutsy performances and
use these games as momentum builders
for the rest of the season.

more rooms like the Currigan Room or
215C, the second floor student commons.
Such places, he explained, would be ideal
· for teachers to hold workshops.
Students from one or two classes
could each have their own space in which
to write an essay while one teacher could
oversee the entire class as well as work
with students.
Zarrick said that the science department would like to move the two physics
classrooms next to each other. Such an
arrangement would allow both rooms to
use one common laboratory.
Bannister and Wehner both said that
there is a problem with space for intramural sports in the winter months.
One begins to understand how one
movement effects another in this facility.
With a faculty and student body with so
many needs and an administration considering so many potential moves, the
necessity for and challenge placed before
a body like the Space Allocation Committee becomes clear.
If the school hires someone to help
design a new or remodeled school facility, said Bannister, "then we can determine a design. But we need to hear the
needs first."
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Space Allocation Committee surveys
school's needs; estimates possible moves
Andrew Ivers
Editor

W

ith the intent to estimate the future
use of space in the school facility,
namely the area between the Jesuit Wing
and the science classrooms, administrators
have been surveying the needs and
concerns, both impending and projected,
of various faculty and staff members.
Over a year ago, President Paul
Sheridan, S.J., asked the chairperson of
each department in the school to assess
what its situation would be in the next5 to
10 years.
"What would impact (the
department) ?" was one of the main
questions posed, according to Principal
Robert Bannister, as well as "How do we
prepare?"'
Last September, following the
department assessments, administrators
Bannister, Sheridan, and Dean of
Academics Art Zinselmeyer formed the

18-memberSpaceAllocationCommittee.
Thecommitteewasmainlycomposed
of faculty members who worked with
multiple organizations and could thus
speak from different points of view.
Members met once per month since its
creation; the final meeting was last week.
Currently, members are submitting
their final reports to Bannister. He will
review them, formalize a report, and
submit that report to the committee
members. Members will then verify the
report.
When each member has verified the
report, his or herjob is complete, according
to English teacher and freshman class
moderator Tim Curdt, who also
represented the wrestling program.
Storage space for various athletic,
academic, and maintenance programs was
one prominent issue throughout the talks,
said Curdt. "I was surprised at how much
(storage space) we need, at how crammed
we are."

Another major issue for many
academic departments was that of office
space for teachers. Both Curdt and science
teacher Patrick Zarrick, (who also
represented the Community Service
Program (CSP)), in particular said that
their department's faculty office space was
minimal.
One main focus of the talks was the
repercussions of potential moves within
the current building. For example,
Bannister cited, the idea of moving the
visual arts rooms from the Jesuit Wing to
the theatre building, by the band rooms.
Then, he said, the problem becomes what
to do with the space vacated in the Jesuit
Wing.
Yet, Bannister said, the goal of the
committee was not to determine what to
move and where to move it, but rather
what needs and problems needed to be met
and fixed and to explore possible solutions.
"We also tried to identify spaces not being
see SPACE STATION, 9

BROSATCH
(from 1)
According to junior Mark Mans,
being a _h_o~t was an "eye-opening
experience," b~cause of a recent visit he
took with his visitor to the Loop in
University City. In Russia only the
wealthiest can afford cars, and th~ student
was surprised to see the vast number of
cars on the streets.
While here, the Russian students have
also been given the opportunity to receive
education in subjects they would not easily
find in Russia, including Latin ,
Economics, and American History.
After taking their classes each day,
the students had the opportunity to take a
few trips to some of the tourist attractions
of St. Louis. These trips explored sites
such as the Science Center, AnheuserBusch Brewery, and the Loop. The
Russians also listed going to American
movies and playing pool in the rec room
as favorite activities.

This summer, seven students from
Deacon Jim Murphy, who taught the
SLUH, many of whom have been hosts for
Russians several sessions of American
the Russian students, will get the chance to
History, said that they seemed very
go to St. Petersburg and Moscow. The
interested in our democratic process.
three weeks will be spent in the continued
Murphy explained that he "tried to
effort to bring different people closer, gain
concentrate on the similarities between
further insight into
our
two
the Russian culture,
governments."
and advance their
Unfortunately,
knowledge of the
due to scheduling,
Russian language.
the
visiting
The students going
students have
on the trip are Ben
been unable to
McCloskey, Mark
experience the
Mans,
Joey
atmosphere as
Neilsen,
Cory
often as the
exchange students Russian students In homeroom on Thursday. Bresnahan, Dave
Valenta,
Matt
who have visited
Richardson, and Scott Cunningham.
the school during this time period in the
Today, the Russians return home after
past. The recent semester exams and this
their
St. Louis experience. In departing,
week's block schedule changed the normal
visiting
student Maksim Mesh wished
routine and left fewer class days for the
"good
luck
to all students at SLUR."
visiting students.
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MIXER BEHAVIOR

PN solicits letters on school dance and.mixer policies
Anyone who has ever attended a SLUR mixer has probably
experienced it: the lights are turned low, a hip-hop groove is on
the stereo, when suddenly the dancing becomes slightly more
intimate-or, depending upon whom you ask, inappropriate.
Whether this phenomenon offends you or not, it is quickly
approaching the forefront of public discourse in St. Louis. The
principals of all the metro-area Catholic high schools recently
met to discuss student behavior at mixers, and suggest solutions
to what some feel to be growing problems. In addition, the SLUR
administration is currently reviewing a Jetter about this issue
from faculty chaperones. One faculty member feels immediate
changes are appropriate, as behavior at mixers has become
"frightening to some, just sad to others."
Chaperones have reported encounters with female guests at
our mixers who felt assaulted by the behavior of others on the
dance floor. Everything from lewd musical selections, the lighting

at events, and a lack of fac ulty supervision have been blamed for
these occurrences; suggestions have ranged from mandatory
dance dress codes to tougher dance floor rules to milder DJ' s.
The administration has now heard from the administrations
of other high schools and the faculty on this issue, but the group
with the most direct involvment with mixers and dances-the
students-has been largely left out of the discussion. Should
there be tougher chaperones or dress codes at our dances? Does
a problem exist or are some merely overreacting to harmless
inevitabilities? What role should students play in monitoring
themselves, and what role should parents be playing?
Only you, the student who has experienced the dance floor
in the heat of a moment, can give a relevant answer to these
questions, so don't become voiceless in this process: write a
letter. Responses can be delivered to any Prep News editor or
moderator, ore-mailed to prepnews@sluh.org.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Jacobsmeyer questions communication between students, administration
To the Editors:
If you' re like me, you can't help but wonder what's going on
in that faraway, mysterious place that is the third floor of the
Jesuit wing. Hidden behind their office doors, a dozen or so
administrators regulate the factors that affect both our daily lives
and the long-term future of SLUH. And we have no idea what
they're doing.
I think I' ve been in that area three times while at SLUR, and
Iknowmanywho'venever seenanadministrator(anon-principal)
walking the halls. This isolation is good neither for the
administration nor the students: the students feel as if they have
no voice in school affairs, and administrators have no idea what
the students truly want.
An example: the Vision 2000 program for SLUR's expansion.
While I agree that expansion is a great idea, maybe the
administration's approach is not the best way to serve the needs

of SLUH's diverse and active student body. I feel the details of
the program should be discussed with the students; we might
actually have something worthwhile to contribute. Even ifstudents
do end up agreeing with administration proposals, isn't it worth
it for the students to be informed of the administrationfs plans?
I'm not going to just complain, though. I propose a solution:
STUCO keeps students updated through their periodic segments
in the Prep News: wouldn't it be great if, every month, Dr.
Bannister or Father Sheridan would let us, the students, know
what's going on? This is our school. These men and women,
physically and emotionally distanced from us, need to know what
will best help us. Communication is the solution: only by keeping
an open dialogue can the administration and the students work to
create a better SLUR.

LXV Editorial Platform

LXV Editorial Policy

As the student-run newspaper of St. Louis University High
School, the Prep News is a weekly publication which strives to
inform the SLUH community about events and people, primarily
through the written word.
The PN is neither the voice of the administration nor the
students. Rather, the newspaper serves to gather and disseminate
information for the entire school. The PN editors and staff
members make every effort to be objective in their news coverage
and editing, and strive to be unbiased in athletic reporting.
see PLATFORM, 4

The Volume LXV Prep News editorial section serves the
purpose of being the vehicle of personal opinion- whether from
students, faculty, or others wishing to voice an opinion.
All topics discussed in the section will be related to St. Louis
University High School.
Nothing published either as an editorial or as a Jetter to the
editor should be considered the opinion of the school, the
administration, or anyone other than its author or authors.
The PN' s editorial is the opinion of the editors on a particular
see POLICY, 4

Jamie Jacobsrneyer, '01
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Riflebills sho~ the IJlilitary hovv to shoot

Jon Neff
Reporter

ive weeks ago varsity rifle team
member Todd Mazurkiewicz told
Missouri Military (MoMil) to be ready;
they weren't.
After losing its only two matches to
MoMil last year by 12 and 13 points, the
SLUH rifle team was looking for some
payback.
The team followed up its 308-point
blowout of Quincy High with a 95-point

F

victory over MoMd.
The reason for the smaller margin of
victory was due to the fact that the MoMil
match had half the number of shots fired
of the Quincy match, and SLUH was
without its top shooter Bill Everding, who
was unable to shoot because of a recent
operation.
SLUH shooterstookthetopsixplaces
at the match, with everyone on the Varsity
team posting higher scores than anyone
on MoMil's team. Their highest shooter
posted a 240. SLUH' s N team, consisting

of freshmen Kevin Gentsch, Chris Seals,
Andrew Burr, Andrew Hrdlicka, and
sophomore Scott Issak, bested MoMil' s
N with a convincing victory of 11051021, an 84-point margin of victory.
Of SLUH' s victory, junior Peter
Berns said, "Even though we weren't at
our best, we still beat them by 95, and that
shows the amount of talent we have."
This weekend in Highland, III., the
team will be shooting in the sectionals.
Scores from this meet will determine the
national rankings for 2001.

and moderators.
It is the role of the editors to seek out
and facilitate the reporting of all significant
news at SLUH. While any faculty member
or student is welcome to submit sugestions
for potential articles, the PN is never
obligated to publish any article idea; the
editors withold the right to deem any
potential article un-newsworthy and retain
it from publicaton for this reason.
Editors' primary emphasis is upon
accurate reporting, careful editing, and
clear writing. But they do attempt to
include some visual expresionphotography, drawing, techical aids, or
the like-in every issue. Despite the

editors' desire to make the paper visually
appealing, we commit ourselves not to
allow form to supercede substance.
The PN stongly encourages
underclassman invovement and the news
office on the second floor of the Jesuit
Wing, room J220, is always open, whether
for involvement, criticism, praise, or
suggestions. Without student reaction and
feedback, the PN could not function.
If the PN is inaccurate, editors will
try to correct any significant error in the
following issue.
This is the platform and policy of the
editiors of Volume LXV of the PN.

name may be withheld from publication
by request.
The PN editors reserve the right to
edit any submissions for publication in
order to meet grammatical standards, but
they will not skew the author's original
intent. Also, the editors reserve the right
to withhold from publication any
submission ifitis deemed vulgar, tasteless,
or otherwise inappropriate.
Any author wishing to have a letter
published must submit it by 4:00p.m. two
days before the letter is to be published.
Letters can be given to any PN editor
or moderator. In addition, letters can be

mailed to the PN, courtesy of St. Louis
University High School, 4970 Oakland
Ave., St. Louis MO, 63110 ore-mailed to
prepnews@ sluh.org.

PLATFORM
(from 3)
As it stands now, the organizational
structure of the PN is similar to that of
recent years. This year the PN has an
editor in chief, four editors, and one
assistant editor. The members of the
editorial staff are co-workers and share
the duties of writing, copy-editing, layout,
and staff management. The editors are
supported by a core staff of regular
reporters and pressroom aids and by
addional reporters, who are frequently
underclassmen.
Occasionally, the staff will also
include such postions as layout staff, artist,
etc., as deemed necessary by the editors

POLICY
(from 3)
topic. In their writing, the editors will
make a stong attempt to express their
views in a clear and accurate fashion; they
will also strive to offer solutions if the
editorial discusses a problem.
Either in response to anything in the
editorial section or simply in an effort to
express one's opinion about a SLURrelated topic, any member of the SLUH
community is welcomed and encouraged
to submit a letter to the editors.
Every letter received by the editors
will be read and given consideration. All
the letters must be signed, but the author's

Quote of tlie Wee{
Jl cat is a Eetter suiteapetfor
apartment ilving than, say, agiant
fire Ereatfting aragon, for instance.
I /qww aragons aren't rea( 6ut at
{east cats aon't Ereatft. fire, you
!Qww?

-'lJan 'lJunswortft.
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nearly upset Cha111inade

______
f})_av_id Lee feads :F[yers to 58-55 victorg
Shawn Furey
Reporter
he Jr. Bills basketball season has
been inconsistent. Just about the only
mainstay of SLUR basketball this season
has been the spirited "crowd participation"-and perhaps Kyle Bruno's hair.
With that in mind, the past two weeks
should come as no surprise to the diehard
SLUR fan.
Coach Don Maurer's boys started the
most recent five-game stretch on perhaps
the lowest note of the season. Despite the
return of team fireplug Adam Siebenman,
who played just as hard as he did before
his injury, the Bills played extremely
poorly throughout the entire game versus
Vianney. The Griffins, despite those colorful murals adorning their lovely yellow
gym, simply outplayed the Bills for all 48
minutes and prevailed 42-28. The lone

T

bright spot of the contest was a 17-point
perfonnance by junior sensation Troy
Lindbeck. This was merely a warm-up
perfonnance for Lindbeck.
The loss to the Griffins, could have
made it easy for the Bills to pack it in
against locally-ranked McCluer. The
Fontbonne tournament could have been
the beginning of the end for this team, but
the determined bunch of Billikens decided to turn the tables. In a double-overtime thriller, the U. High beat the Comets
by 2 points. The Marathon Game was
highlighted by 35 points from Lindbeck
and some outstanding rebounding by Tim
Vreeland. The victory advanced SLUR in
the tournament and seemed to set the tone
for the next few games.
Of the huge win, Siebenman said,
"This really gave us a boost after the
Vianney game."
Last Friday, the Bills played DeSmet

in the second round of the tournament and
kept the game close for almost three quarters. However, despite another raucous
crowd, the Spartans showed great poise in
their free throw shooting, enabling them
to pull away for the victory. Besides the
bottomlineofthe outcome, theBillsplayed
very solid basketball for the majority of
the game, and looked to carry the momentum over to the third place game the next
night against Fort Zumwalt South.
Senior Kyle Bruno said of the crowd
supportduringtheDeSmetgame, "Ithelps
so much to know our school is behind us."
Saturday night the Bills played Fort
Zumwalt South. Lindbeck scored 20 of
the team's 53 points in a 53-49 victory to
claim third place in the tournament. Another bright spot was the three for three 3point shooting of Siebenman.
Finally, this past Tuesday night the
see NO CIGAR, 10

Wrestling advances 5 finalists at Vianney
Mike Smallwood
Reporter

T

he SLUR Grapplebills were busy the
weekend before exams at the Vianney
tournament. The team showed a strong
performance with five individual finalists: Alex Born (103), who won 3rd place
by injury default; Rob Nahlik (112), who
came in 4th; and Sean Staed (125); Colin
O'Brien (145), and John Honnan (189),
who all took 2nd place finishes. The team
finished with 7 1.5 points against some
tough teams from the area such as Fox and
Northwest.
After nearly a week and a half away
from competition, they traveled out to
Fort Zumwalt North to take on the Panthers. The Grapplerbills started off slowly
and "gave up some points early that did
hurt us," as head coach Tim Curdt commented.
Part of SLUR's sluggish start could
have been due to an injury to Rob Nahlik,

who broke his wrist and will be out for the
rest of the season. This injury was especially unfortunate because Nahlik had a
chance at qualifying for the state tournament. However, Boyd Gonnennan (11 2)
moved up into Nahlik' s spot and wrestled
a close and intense match before being
pinned late in the second period
Born, Staed, and Justin Clerc (140)
all had tough matches that went three
periods, but SLUR didn' t get any team
points until the 145 match. Chris Wagnitz
(145) was wrestling instead of the injured
Colin 0' Brien, who sat out but will return
Thursday against Chaminade. Wagnitz
made all of his opportunity against a good
opponent. He overpowered him with a
surge in the second and then kept him
down to gain a 10-4 decision.
Joe Bommarito (152) followed this
up with a pin at 2:38 in which he used his
quickness to overcome the strength of his
opponent. Dan Wankum (17 1) overpowered his opponent and then just kept him

broken down. Wankum picked up a 9-3
victory and three more team points.
After Honnan ( 189) and Stathopolus
(275) received forfeits, SLUR finished
with 24 points while Fort Zumwalt North
had 46. Said Curdt, "Overall, this was
not a good match as a team ...but we did
have some good matches. It is a wake-up
call for getting ready for the most important three weeks of the season."

Wrestling Nightbeat
SLUH 43 Chaminade 28
Alex Born (103) Pin 1:37
Stan Niemeier (130) 11- 1
Colin O' Brien (145) 8-6
Joe Bommarito (152) Pin 2:28
Ben Purcell (160) 7-6
Dan Wankum ( 17 1) 9-8
John Horman (189) Pin 1:40
John Stahthopolous (Hwy) Pin :46
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Bikinibills criuse into final leg of season
Swimmers come off3-1 midseason streak
Jeff Dueker
Reporter
t seems that the recent renovations to
Forest Park Community College have
not changed the overwhelmingly hot and
humid atmosphere that tortures anyone
wearing more than a speedo.
However, to anyone who enjoys SLUH
swimming, that sickening, thick aroma
seems to bring nothing but pleasant memories and happiness to every fan there. That
sticky, sweaty feeling is a testament to the
work that the swimmers have put into that
pool, pushing to reach their personal bests
and their team's best.
Having returned to their home pool, the
team senses that head coach Terry Murray
does not have to crack his whip quite as
hard to get his swimmers motivated, a

I

sense that the swimmers seem to be gearing themselves towards beating tough
teams and making a stand at state.
Maybe they have been exposed to
excessive chlorine levels for too long, but
it seems that the swimmers themselves
are currently quite jovial about their team
and their team's future.
Most of the team is very excited about
Friday's trip to face Cape Girardeau Central for the first time in SLUH history.
Complete with a charter bus and dinner
courtesy of Murray, the trip should be a
nice break before the last leg of the swim
season, a break that might be much needed.
"Our goal right now is to have a hard
finish against some very tough teams,"
said Coach Murray. "Tough" sounds bad
enough, but the word takes even more
see BIKINIDILLS, 7

,-----------------------~

Swimming Stat Sheet
115/01-SLUH 133-Cape Central 53
1/8/01- SLUH 74- DeSmet 109
1112/01- SLUH 146-Vianney 40
1/16/01- SLUH 134-Notre Dame 45
Best Times-Name. Class - Time
50 Breaststroke- Tom Heafner, 10-30.25
200 Freestyle- Kurt Doll, 9- 1.53.16
200 IM- Tom Heafner, 10- 2.06.17
50 Freestlye- Kurt Doll, 9- 23.28
100 Butterfly- Tom Heafner, 10- 55.85
100 Freestyle- Greg Szewczyk, 11- 50.43
500 Freestyle- Carl Thompson, 105.10.09
100 Backstroke- Greg Szewczyk, 11 55.56
100 Breaststroke- Tom Heafner, 101.04.10

Racquetbills take second place in Winter Rollout
Kevin Moore
Core Staff

F

ollowing two straight wins, the varsity racquetball team looked to continue their streak against a challenging
DeSmet team on Tuesday of exam week.
However, DeSmet's depth proved to be
the determining factor as they defeated
the Jr. Bills 5-2.
Junior Joe Sharamitaro played a
young but crafty DeSmet sophomore in
the seed one match. Mter winning the
first game, Sharamitaro lost a close second game 15-12 and lost the tie-breaker
11-7.
"I was putting everything away in the
first game when he gave me chances, but
I couldn't put anything away during later
parts of the match," said Shararnitaro.
"We both played a good match, though."
Juniors Kevin Moore and Andy
Schumert were the only Racquetbills to
prevail in their matches. In Moore's match
against a quick senior, Moore squandered
a 10-2lead in the first game and ended up

losing it 15-13. In the second game, his
opponent built a 14-11 lead before Moore
battled back to win the game 15-14 and
force the match into a tie-breaker, which
he eventually won 11-9.
In the seed three match, Schumert
overcame a 15-7 loss in the first game to
win the next two games and the match.
"After losing the first game, I was able to
control the pace of the game and keep the
ball on his backhand," said Schumert.
Sophomore Chris Guilfoy was unable to locate his shot in the seed four
match as he lost 15-8, 15-5. "I kept setting
up my opponent on his forehand, and he
hit good shots every time," said Guilfoy.
Junior Mike Gau and freshman sensation
John Reagan, who was playing for injured
junior Matt Soraghan, were also unable
pull out victories.
Gau pushed the match into a
tiebreaker by winning the second game,
but he lost the tiebreaker 11-4. Reagan
showed his young talent by playing his
opponent close before losing 15-10, 1513.

In the doubles match, senior Tom
Broekelmann and sophomore Mike Brand
met a challenging DeSmet team. Despite
their good effort, the Jr. Bills were unable
to win either of the first games, losing
them both 15-12. "They had a lefty that
always surprised us with hs shots," said
Brand. "They dictated the match."
After their loss to DeSmet in league
play, the Racquetbills looked to avenge
the loss when they faced area teams in the
Winter Rollout tournament. The strong
individual efforts of each Racquetbill
earned the team 261 points and a second
place finish in the tournament behind a
deep Vianney team which won with 570
points. The team narrowly scored more
points than the DeSmet team's 231.
"Our second place finish shows how
well individual players have come along
with not only their physical toughness but
their mental toughness," said Coach Joe
Koestner. "I think many of our players are
starting to gain the confidence that they
can compete with anybody in the league at
their seed."
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Puckbills ground Flyers 5-3, explode to
monstrous 12-4 vanquishing of Dragons
Jon Neff
Reporter

T

he varsity hockey team walked into
their game against conference rival
Chaminade full of confidence. They were
the newly-crowned champions of the
Catholic-Jesuit tournament and had just
tied Vianney 2-2 the previous Saturday in
a game they were supposed to lose.
The Jr. Bills dominated every aspect
of the contest against Chaminade. Geoff
Schuessler played a stellar game in goal,
the offense produced five goals, and the
defense shut down Chaminade's usually
potent offensive attack.
SLUR opened the scoring when John
Greffet brought the puck down the left
wing and made an amazing move that left
the Charninade defenseman helpless and
only open ice between him and the net. He
passed the puck cross-ice to Bob Lachky,
who ripped a shot past Charninade' s goalie.
SLUH added two more in the second,
including a fantastic shot through the
Chaminade goalie's five-hole by Chris
Prater and one by Greffet. Steve Wiechel
was able to add a goal for Chaminade, but
the second period ended with SLUHhold-

ing a 3-1 lead.
In the third period, Prater netted his
second goal of the night to put SLUH
ahead 4-2. Charninade managed to bring
the score to 4-3, but, after pulling their
goalie, Todd Turner shot the puck out of
his own zone and found the empty net.
That put the score at 5-3 as Turner gestured from the team's center-ice celebration in appreciation to the large SLUH
crowd.
Charninade wasn' t quite done though,
as a forward streaking down the right
wing blasted a shot at Schuessler. He
made an unbelievable glove save that
summed up the night for Chaminade;
SLUH simply outplayed them in every
aspect.
Coach Charlie Busenhart said of his
team's performance, "This is the second
unbeaten team we have defeated, and they
just didn't take us seriously enough."
SLUH next took on St. Mary's, looking to avenge a 2-2 tie from their previous
meeting. With a seven-game unbeaten
streak, including the Catholic-Jesuit tournament, the team was relentless against
St. Mary's. They tallied twelve goals,
including three power-play goals and even

a short-handed goal. The short-handed
goal was a result of great forechecking by
Joe Mantovani, who poked the puck away
from the St. Mary's defenseman at his
own blue line, walked in, and put it past
the Dragon's goalie from the right circle.
The always productive line of Prater,
Lachky, and Mantovani continued their
scoring assault with a combined 15 points.
Prater finished with 5 points (2 goals, 3
assists), Lachky with 5 also (3 g, 2 a), and
Mantovani completed the triumvirate of5
point scoring (2 g, 3 a). Other scorers for
SLUH were Geoff Hill with 2 goals, Matt
Pijut with 2 goals, and assists were added
by Sean Leahy (2), Brian Connolly (2),
and one each for Tom O' Mearaand Mike
Hutchinson. Mter outshooting the Dragons 44-12, the Jr. Bills skated away with
a monstrous 12-4 victory, a testament ~o
the team's unrelenting attack.
"We woke up and played like the
team that we truly are," said Busenhart.
This Saturday is one of the biggest
games of the year, the Jesuit Cup matchup
against DeSmet at the Affton ice rink at
7:30. Coach Busenhart is looking for a
crowd of"around 500," so make sure you
come out and support SLUH hockey.

But until then the team faces laps,
countless laps, each painfully honing skills
and endurance for each swimmer. Everyone seems confident about their team, and
hopeful about performing against difficult teams.
Murray is so confident in fact that he
has invested in fancy neon hand paddles
designed to improve stroke power.
But, regardless of equipment or other
extras, this team has undeniable strength
and skill just waiting for proving time.
Hopefully these abilities will come together at State, the ultimate challenge for
any swimmer. Until then,comeseeSLUH
beat some other teams before they roll

into State.
The Jr. Bills next match is way south
in Cape Girardeau, but Murray invites
any true fans to make the trek. And if you
see any of these guys that got the top
times, give them a congrats, because they
earned it.

BIKINIBILLS
(from 6)
shape when Charninade, MICDS, and
DeSmet lay in the very near future. Add to
that the Conference meet and the State
meet, and the water looks mighty rough
indeed.
Speaking of state, Murray was optimistic about the Jr. Bills' prospects.
"We have lots of qualifiers this year,
young qualifiers," said Murray.
"Our main goal at state is to give a
good performance and gain experience,"
he said. "We might not make much noise
this year, but we will definitely make
some noise next year."

ANNOUNCEl\1ENT
Dr. J oeseph Koestner is looking for
a small concertina (octagonal, with buttons) in the key ofD, or a small accordian.
The instruments are for use in the upcoming musical Carnival. Contact
Koestner at his office, ext. 161.
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TECH TALK
(from 1)
have become more receptive to the
learning process over the years."
Teachers arrived at school at 8:30
while students stayed in blissful slumber
after their long exam week. The first
session brought presentations about
Powerpoint, SLUR's faculty e-mail
service, and other assorted computer tools
available to the faculty.
What Pride found most effective
about these presentations was the teacherto-teacherexchange that it provided. Only
teachers gave the presentations, which
Pride believes is "the most effective way
of doing it. People are more comfortable
and receptive to learning when they learn
from people they know."
The morning session focused on
demonstrations on the technological
options and advantages available to
SLUR's faculty. After a lunch recess,
faculty members reconvened to expand
their knowledge of more specific
technological skills. Teachers attended
clinics such as computer instructor Steve
Nicollerat's on spreadsheet use and
Spanish teacher Kevin Moore's on the
merits of Marks, part of a grading system
that Dean of Academics Art Zinselmeyer
uses to make schedules and report cards.
Marks allows teachers to submit grades
electronically to Zinselmeyer, as well as
to keep a constant average of class and
individual students' grades.
Following the tutorials and various
clinics, teachers were ready to greet the
expanding information age with more
knowledge.
In general, Pride feels that the service
day was well received, and many teachers
echoed her feelings. The teachers most
enjoyed Pride's and biology teacher Steve
Kuensting's presentation of "dueling
software," a display of the comparative
power of Graphics Converter and
Powerpoint.
Many teachers found that the
presentations gave them a better idea of
what options were available to them, and
many hoped to pursue more inventive
ways of teaching through computers.
Math teacher Becky F errigni
expressed her desire to use more

Powerpoint presentations in her classes.
Ferrigni found the day "informative" in
that it let teachers "think outside the box."
Some teachers still feel that the
increasing electronic media distracts from
the more important aspects of class. Latin
instructor Mary Lee McConaghy testified
to the joys of human contact, saying, "In
foreign language classes I feel that an
important component is the interaction
between teacher and student. These classes
should not be a passive experience,"
referring to computer presentations during
classes.
Some English teachers expressed
similar sentiments, saying that while the
improving technology is impor tant,
discourse between teacher and student is
preferrable to electronic presentations.
English teacher Rich Moran objected to

rrPeopfe are rrwre
comjorta6fe ani receptive
to fearning wfr.en tfr.ey
fearn from peopfe tfiey

KJwW."-Peggy Priae
the timing of the meeting, saying, "I
desperately wanted to spend the day
grading essays, but the sessions I attended
were worthwhile." With grades due the
next Wednesday, many teachers felt more
pressure to get their exams graded.
The technology workshop is part of a
greater SLUH administration interest in
improving technology and technology use
at SLUH. Before the in-service day, eleven
SLUH faculty and staff members visited
area high schools in an attempt to learn
new ideas of implementing technology in
schools.
Art teachers Joan Bugnitz and John
Mueller visited MICDS to look at their art
technology. MICDS has students focus
on graphic design on computers as a large
part of their art program. While Bugnitz
and Mueller are interested in improving
art technology at SLUR, Bugnitz feels
that they need to "achieve a balance
between technology and physical art,
pencil on paper."

As another of SLUR's envoys,
Ferrigni visited Marquette High, taking a
tour of their facilities. Because of their
state funding, Marquette has a specialized
computer lab for almost every department,
with everything from an ultimate math
simulation lab to an English writing lab
where students can edit and electronically
submit papers to their teachers.
Ferrigni hopes that with SLUR's
impending expansion that some of the
space can be given to more specialized
computer labs at SLUH.
SLUH principal Robert Bannister,
along with librarian Libby Moore and
Pride, visited Greenville College, a local
college with a completely wireless
network. Considering the Science
department's success with their Airportequipped iBooks, Bannister believes that
SLUR may be thinking about changing to
a wireless network.
Bannister's concern with the present
system is that expanding expansion will
create increasing wiring difficulties.
Computer guru Bob Overkamp, who was
unable to visit Greenville with Bannister,
is now in contact with Greenville
technology representatives gathering
information about specific ways to
implement a wireless network at SLUH.
While financing the project is not an
issue, Bannister wonders ifSLUH is ready
to take the step to a wireless network. One
huge advantage of such a network would
be that students would be able to use
laptop computers during class; perhaps
eventually all students would be required
to have a laptop. Bannister believes that
this step may be necessary in the future,
but would like to research options of a
Mac and PC network that would be more
accessible to all students.
As for now, the SLUH technology
and Space Allocation committees see no
immediate changes. The in-service day
did achieve its goal of better educating
faculty members about computers as
teaching tools, and perhaps preparing them
for new improvements of SLUH as an
increasingly "plugged in" school. Many
teachers still believe that technology can
only go so far as a teaching tool.
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SPACE STATION

(from 1)
couches' "wooden frames were broken,"
according to Clark. Couch cushions were
also torn and one coffee table had trays
and discarded condiments in its cabinet.
On the whole, most furniture "could not
be cleaned."
Thus, the school simply threw away
the four couches.
Those couches were purchased by
STUCO in Dec. 1998 for $680, according to Brian Sweeney, V.P. of Administration. He estimates the rental of the of
the dumpster cost the school an additional $100 to $150.
Now the only furniture in the room
is seven tables and plastic chairs.
Clark says the goal is for the room to
look like M215c, the second student
commons; the first floor commons will
not have a desk, though.
Another problem with the commons
was the fact that students there played
the STUCO stereo too loudly, according
to Clark.
Clark hopes to find a cabinet which
can be totally locked at times and also
prohibit students from doing anything
except turning the stereo on and off and
changing the radio station.
Students will not be allowed to play
the stereo at all while school is in session.
Most regulars to the commons are
glad it is open again.
"I think it's good clean, but I miss
the couches," said junior John Stewart.
"It's good they made it as sterile as
possible."
Clark recognized that the element in
the student body which caused the problem is still present.
"What's sad," he said, "is that we
have to have faculty proctors. It would
be great if (students) could maintain
themselves."
He did admit, "I know it's just a
small minority ... which ruins it for everyone." The majority of students, he said,
maintain themselves properly.
Yet faculty proctors will remain for
the time being to ensure the student commons is not destroyed as it was before.

(from 2)
Yet, according to Bannister, the goal
of the committee was not to determine
what to move and where to move it, but
rather what needs and problems needed to
be met and fixed and to explore possible
solutions. "We also tried to identify spaces
not being used properly."
"We looked at space needs, not programs," Bannister added.
Curdt echoed: "While everyone on
the committee represented certain areas,
our suggestions weren't limited to individual departments and programs."
Although the main focus of the committee was the present building, many
potential moves were brought-up in light
of the possible construction of a Student
Life Center (SLC) in the near future.
This construction would come about
as part of the Vision 2000renovations and
hopefully solve some problems by equipping it with a new, larger cafeteria as well
as a commons area.
Zarrick said that CSP and the Pastoral program have presented the idea of a
circular commons or lounge with student
service, government, and publications
offices in a ring surrounding the area.
Zarrick said many schools have such an
arrangement.
The Prep News has long wanted their
Jesuit Wing office moved into the center
of the school, according to English teacher
and PN moderator Steve Missey, who did
not serve on the committee. Bannister
cited such a potential move as a need that
should be considered, but could produce
problems.
Athletic Director Dick Wehner, who
served on the committee, said that the
potential for such a facility as the SLC
would solve many problems and improve
many conditions concerning the athletics
programs. A swimming pool, batting
cages, a permanent wrestling practice and
performance arena, three racquetball
courts, and three new basketball courts
(side-by-side) aresomeofthe things which
the SLC could aid the school in attaining.
Wehner thinks the arena with the
basketball courts would solve the idea of
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space for all-school assemblies and Masses
currently facing administrators. Cashbah,
SLUH's annual dinner-auction, which
drew over 800 guests last year, could be
held in the new, more spacious area. Student dances may once again be able to be
held on campus.
"But this," Wehner said, waving toward the current gymnasium, "will always be the main gym."
Wehner said a Student Health Center
(SHC) could also be part of the SLC.
Along with the aforementioned athletic
facilities, such a Health Center would
house "a lot of cardia-vascular machines"
and other workout equipment.
Layouts and structures of recreation
centers like those of the City of Clayton;
University of Missouri, Colombia; St.
Louis University;SIUE; Washington University; and Mexico, Missouri were all
documented in great detail by Wehner so
administrators could observe state-of-th.e
art facilities.
Yet, Wehner stressed, although many
plans have been considered by different
departments, such planning is very tentative and still under questioning by bodies
like the Space Allocation Committee and
the School Education Policy Committee
of the Board of Trustees.
Curdt said that the idea of the SLC
raised new questions for the committee,
such as whether or not administrators
wanted all the student activities in the
same space. He also noted that the Center
would shift the focus of life in the building from the hallway housing the main
offices, to the cafeteria area, or the Center
itself.
Such potential ramifications were one
main factor which affected members'
opinions of different moves.
All these thoughts have been tossed
around for ten years or more, says Wehner,
but SLUH never owned enough land.
"Now we have the land."
The main change, and the possible
time to seriously consider constructing
the SLC would come if SLUH constructs
a parking garage where the football field
see SPACE HEATER, 10

